
Challenges
“Goldfields have a presence at 15 operational sites across the country 

with warehousing strategically located in Johannesburg, Durban and 

Cape Town. We specialise in raw material warehousing, finished goods 

warehousing, distribution centres and local distribution” says Ian 

Ehlers - Warehouse Manager for Goldfields JHB. 

“Keeping the 30 000 sqm warehouse and yard clean was an enormous 

challenge. Having the right cleaning equipment at hand for this task 

was an enormous challenge,” says Ehlers.

Solution
Due to our long term relationship with Goscor Lift Truck Company, we 

approached Goscor Cleaning Equipment (GCE) due to their experience 

in the market of specialised cleaning equipment. GCE provided us with 

a same-day onsite survey and demonstration using the Tennant S20 

heavy-duty industrial ride-on sweeper. It was evident that the perfor-

mance of the machine was unmatched and that it was the perfect 

solution for the Goldfields warehouse, says Ehlers. 

Having the right cleaning 
equipment at hand for this task 
was an enormous challenge

“

~ Ian Ehlers 
  Warehouse Manager

Customer Overview

Part of Imperial Logistics Transport and Warehous-

ing division, Goldfields Logistics offer specialist 

warehousing and distribution centre solutions for 

every supply chain need. To make this possible, 

they boast an extensive national footprint with a 

fleet consisting of various types of vehicles for long 

haul and local distribution.
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Solution continued

The Tennant S20 is an all-terrain sweeper; it has the capability to move seamlessly between different areas - from the 

cement floors in the warehouse to the asphalt yard area. The side brush provides increased reach along the edges and 

this wider cleaning path maximises productivity.  An important feature is the sweeper’s fuel efficiency and low operational 

costs - the 11 litre diesel tank delivers 5 to 6 hours of daily operation over a 5 day period.

Benefits

The results were impressive, and we signed a new rental 

contract for a 5 year period,” said Ehlers.  “The rental route made 

sound business sense, as it is the most cost-effective option for 

us, considering that we are not cleaning specialists. We avoid 

the burden of absorbing capital goods’ depreciation, and the 

rental machine is replaced with a brand new one, after 5 years. 

We also don’t have to worry about repairs or maintenance 

costs.” 

According to Goldfields Logistics machine operators, the 

machine is user-friendly and the controls are easy to use.  “We 

received free on-site practical training from a qualified GCE 

operator to ensure that we operate the machine correctly to its 

optimal capacity,” he commented.

The cab’s design combines safety and comfort and allows for 

improved visibility with the full front shroud protecting the 

operator’s legs and feet. 

Other benefits include great dust retention, as well as overall 

improvements in the cleanliness of the warehouse which is 

something essential to our staff members and customers. 

www.goscorcleaning.co.za cleaning@goscor.co.za086 123 CLEAN

2 Makro Place, 104 North Reef Road, Sunnyrock, Edenvale PO Box 2535, Edenvale, 1610
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